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Emperor Nan Xuan and the others naturally wouldn’t just sit around and wait for their deaths. Hence, 

they fought with Pi Xiu’s remnant soul. 

 

In less than fifteen minutes, Emperor Nan Xuan and the others couldn’t hold on any longer. They 

thought to themselves, it’s over! They never dreamed that they would die at Pi Xiu’s hands in the end. 

 

Pi Xiu’s face was full of pride. They were just a bunch of ants! It was effortless to deal with them! 

 

At this moment, Yun Chujiu said with a smile, “Pi Xiu, do you think you are very powerful? Today, I will 

let you see what a surprise is!” 

 

Pi Xiu pursed his lips. This darn girl was probably scared to death! Who Was She? Shameless! 

 

However, when he saw the two huge creatures released by Yun Chujiu, he was instantly dumbfounded! 

 

Tao Wu and Qiong Qi? 

 

Why were these two malefactors with her? 

 

Qiong Qi grinned and said obsequiously, “Little Fairy, you dare to have designs on Pi Xiu. You Are Too 

Evil! I love you so much now! Little Fairy, you are the most shameless, shameless, and evil person in this 

world, right?” 

 

“Scram! If you don’t know how to speak, then don’t speak. No one treats you as a mute!”Yun chujiu 

glared at Qiong Qi. 

 



Qiong Qi had a look of enjoyment on his face. “Little Fairy, if you scold me one more time, no, if you 

scold me a Thousand Times, ten thousand times, I feel so comfortable!” 

 

Yun Chujiu was already speechless at this idiot! 

 

Emperor Nan Xuan and the others were already dumbfounded! 

 

They were already shocked when Pi Xiu said that the fire-breathing cat cub was Pi Xiu’s cub. Later, he 

said that Yun Chujiu had a heavenly thunder spirit root. They were also shocked because they had 

always thought that Yun chujiu had a fire spirit root. 

 

Now, this little girl actually released the remnant souls of Qiong Qi and Tao Wu, two ancient ferocious 

beasts? 

 

Oh God! 

 

How was this possible? 

 

Putting aside the question of why Qiong Qi and Tao Wu were with her, once the remnant souls of the 

beasts appeared, they would immediately attract heavenly lightning. How could she be safe? 

 

No, Emperor Nan Xuan and the rest suddenly remembered that ever since this little girl arrived at the 

towering sky continent, there had been a few earth-shattering lightning strikes. Could it be that those 

heavenly lightning strikes were to strike the remnant souls of Qiong Qi and Tao Wu? 

 

But even so, how could she be fine? Could it be that they were all using flying spiritual devices to carry 

the heavenly lightning? But how could such a huge commotion go unnoticed? 

 



Just as Emperor Nan Xuan and the rest were filled with questions, they heard Yun chujiu say to Tao Wu 

and qiong qi, “You two, kill this Pi Xiu! It actually dared to have designs on my spiritual pet. It’s simply 

courting death!” 

 

Qiong qi immediately said, “It’s a piece of cake! This fart, Yan’s attack power is the weakest among the 

divine beasts, we can kill it very quickly.” 

 

Pi Xiu’s face revealed a panicked expression. It quickly formed a seal, wanting to teleport Yun chujiu and 

the rest out. 

 

Who would have thought that the human girl said crisply, “Don’t let it form a seal, kill it!” 

 

As she said that, Qiong qi and Tao Wu had already pounced over. Pi Xiu was so regretful that his 

intestines were turning green! 

 

As he fought, he shouted, “Little Fairy, I was wrong! I shouldn’t have thought about your spiritual pets. 

I’ll let you two out now. You tell them to stop!” 

 

Yun chujiu said plainly, “If you don’t get rid of the root of the problem, there will definitely be trouble in 

the future! Do you think I’m that stupid to believe you? I gave you a chance, but you didn’t cherish it. 

Are You regretting now? It’s Too Late!” 

 

 

Pi Xiu said exasperatedly, “Good! Good! Stupid girl, don’t think that you will win today. It’s not certain 

who will win!” 


